Reining in rampant testing for the sake of equity
Bangkok Post, 30 April 2018
https://www.bangkokpost.com/opinion/opinion/1454966/reining-in-rampant-testing-for-the-sake-of-equity

The New Decade on Water for Sustainable Development: Nature for Water
Devdiscourse, 30 March 2018
https://www.devdiscourse.com/Article/2599-the-new-decade-on-water-for-sustainable-development-nature-for-water

Taj Mahal 'at risk of being privatised' under new heritage adoption scheme
The Guardian, 30 April 2018

A unified approach in repairing Bagan
Frontier Myanmar, 29 April 2018

Meghalaya’s Impulse Social Enterprises listed among 12 in SE Asia by UNESCO for its impact
The Northeast Today, 29 April 2018

Activists accuse Indian government of trying to privatize Taj Mahal
Daily Sabah, 29 April 2018

UNESCO Traditional Sports Leader Discusses Growth of Ju-Jitsu
India West, 28 April 2018

Chinese film-makers at Bradford civic reception
Bradford Telegraph and Argus, 27 April 2018

UNESCO Director for Gender Equality visits Kobe University
Kobe Univesity, 27 April 2018

World heritage symposium at Olympics birthplace unites int'l youth
Xinhua, 27 April 2018
Pakistan and UNESCO signs project worth $3.4 for promotion of girls education
MENAFN, 26 April 2018

20 individuals presented with UNESCO Vietnam insignia
Vietnam+, 21 April 2018

Cambodia launches museum near Preah Vihear world heritage sit
Xinhuanet.com, 20 March 2018
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-03/20/c_137053309.htm

Foreign scientists visit mangrove ecosystems
The Nation, 20 April 2018

‘Halophytes can be used as potential crops for food, fuel’
The Nation, 19 April 2018

Satun gets new ring as 'geopark'
Bangkok Post, 19 April 2018

Dr Umar Saif appointed UNESCO chair
Daily Times, 19 April 2018

"อุทยานธรณีสตูล...ว่าที่มรดกโลกทางธรณีแห่งแรกของไทย"
Tawanyimchang, 19 April 2018
http://blog.tawanyimchang.com/?p=3623

อุทยานธรณีสตูล ขึ้นระดับโลก
ThaiPost, 19 April 2018
http://www.thaipost.net/main/detail/7380

อุทยานธรณีสตูล ขึ้นระดับโลก
ThaiCh8, 18 April 2018
http://news.ch3thailand.com/local/67217
ยูเนสโกประกาศอุทยานธรณีสตูล ขึ้นเป็นอุทยานธรณีโลกแห่งแรกของประเทศไทย
Kapook Travel, 18 April 2018
https://travel.kapook.com/view191786.html

ยูเนสโกให้สตูลเป็นอุทยานธรณีแห่งแรกของไทย
WorkPoint News, 18 April 2018
https://workpointnews.com/2018/04/18/unesco-%E0%B9%83%E0%B8%AB%E0%B9%89-%E0%B8%AA%E0%B8%95%E0%B8%B9%E0%B8%A5-%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%9B%E0%B9%87%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%B8%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%A2%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%98%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%93%E0%B8%B5/

ยูเนสโกยกอุทยานธรณีสตูลเป็นอุทยานธรณีโลกแห่งแรกในไทย
Thairat, 18 April 2018
https://www.thairath.co.th/content/1258894

ระดับโลก!ยูเนสโกประกาศให้“อุทยานธรณีสตูล”เป็นอุทยานธรณีโลก...อ่านต่อได้ที่: https://www.posttoday.com/social/general/548376
Post Today, 18 April 2018
https://www.posttoday.com/social/general/548376

“อุทยานธรณีสตูล”อุทยานธรณีโลกแห่งแรกในไทย ไม่ธรรมดา พื้นที่พิเศษแบบนี้อาจมีที่เดียวในโลก
MGR Online, 18 April 2018
https://mgonline.com/travel/detail/9610000038375

แหล่งอุทยานธรณีสตูลถูกยกให้เป็นแหล่งอุทยานธรณีของโลกจาก UNESCO ที่แรกในไทย
Sanook.com, 18 April 2018
https://www.sanook.com/travel/1410189/

อุทยานธรณีสตูลได้รับรองเป็น UNESCO Global Geopark
Bureau of International Coopeation, Ministry of Education, Thailand, 18 April 2018

พ่อเมืองสตูลดีใจ ยูเนสโกชูอุทยานธรณีสตูลสู่อุทยานธรณีโลก
Spring Radio, 18 April 2018
http://www.springradio.in.th/contents/8094

ประกาศแล้ว...ยูเนสโกประกาศให้อุทยานธรณีสตูลเป็นอุทยานธรณีโลกแห่งแรกของประเทศไทย (ขอｶﾗับ)
77jowo, 18 April 2018
http://www.77jowo.com/contents/61756

Thailand's first Unesco Global Geopark (Photos)
Bangkok Post, 18 April 2018
https://www.bangkokpost.com/photo/photo/1448071/thailands-first-unesco-global-geopark

Satun geopark gets Unesco global honour
The Nation, 18 April 2018
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/detail/national/30343418

Satun becomes Thailand’s first UNESCO Global Geopark
Tayland Haber, 18 April 2018
‘Cultivation of salt-tolerant plants can help ensure food security’
Dawn, 18 April 2018

Pakistani computer scientist Dr Umar Saif appointed UNESCO chair for ICTD
Geo TV, 18 April 2018

'Water resources are depleting, we don't have enough for everyone'
The Express Tribune, 18 April 2018
https://tribune.com.pk/story/1688420/1-water-resources-depleting-dont-enough-everyone/

Another 2 Chinese sites receive UNESCO Global Geopark Label
XinHuanet, 18 April 2018

UNESCO designates Izu Peninsula as Japan’s 9th ‘Global Geopark’
The Japan Times, 18 April 2018

Unesco designates Satun Thailand's first Geopark
Bangkok Post, 18 April 2018

Microsoft ตอกย้ำความสำคัญการศึกษาผ่านแคมเปญ MakeWhatsNext
THEELEADER, 16 April 2018

Sanya to build int'l center for UNESCO ASPnet
Xinhua Net, 16 April 2018
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-04/16/c_137115650.htm

Mount Rinjani and Ciletuh-Palabuhanratu Declared Unesco global geoparks
Malay Mail Online, 17 April 2018

UNESCO, Japan Award Education for Sustainable Development Prize
IISD SDG Knowledge Hub, 17 April 2018

Sanya to build int'l center for UNESCO ASPnet
Xinhua Net, 16 April 2018
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-04/16/c_137115650.htm

Mount Rinjani and Ciletuh-Palabuhanratu Declared Unesco Global Geoparks
Jakarta Globe, 16 April 2018
Pahela Baishakh celebrated
Prothom Alo, 15 April 2018

Total sex education key to tackle teen pregnancy, lay foundation for love
The Nation, 15 April 2018
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/detail/national/30343189

All Set For International Conference At KU
National Courier, 13 April 2018
https://nationalcourier.pk/metropolis/set-international-conference-ku/

Non Nuoc Cao Bang named second global geopark in Vietnam
VietnamNet, 13 April 2018

Pakistan reiterates its commitment to go by the principles adopted by UNESCO
Daily Times, 12 April 2018

Addressing the patterns of child marriage, early union and teen pregnancy in Southeast Asia: A matter of urgency
India Education Diary, 12 April 2018

Pakistan fully committed to UNESCO’s mandate, principles
Pakistan Today, 11 April 2018

UNESCO Regional Experts Group Meeting for Biosphere Reserves
UTM Newshub, 11 April 2018
https://news.utm.my/2018/04/unesco-regional-experts-group-meeting-for-biosphere-reserves/

Pakistan Fully Committed To Mandate And Principles Of UNESCO
UrduPoint, 11 April 2018

Macau | UNESCO stands firm on monitoring heritage conservation – NMA
Macau News Agency (MNA), 8 April 2018
Noruz, manifestation of culture of peace, friendship among societies
Tehran Times, 7 April 2018

George Town produces documentary celebrating its artistic legacy
The Sun Daily, 1 April 2018

The Asia Pacific Festival of Artists with Disabilities successfully celebrated extraordinary talents
Devdiscourse, 31 March 2018

The New Decade on Water for Sustainable Development
Scoop News, 30 March 2018

NEQMAP redoubles efforts to improve quality learning assessment data in Asia-Pacific
Devdiscourse, 30 March 2018

‘Women Make the News’: Online Database Connects Journalists to Thai Female Experts
Global Voices, 29 March 2018

UNESCO to continue its cooperation to Nepal
The Himalayan, 29 March 2018
https://thehimalayantimes.com/kathmandu/unesco-to-continue-its-cooperation-to-nepal/

Chinese ambassador to Belgium named UNESCO deputy director general
Xinhuanet, 29 March 2018

UNESCO celebrating 20 years in Nepal
The Himalayan, 27 March 2018
https://thehimalayantimes.com/kathmandu/unesco-celebrating-20-years-in-nepal/

UNESCO award sheds light on women's contribution in science
Ecns.cn, 26 March 2018
http://www.ecns.cn/2018/03-26/297109.shtml

Republic Of Korea's Contribution To Malala Fund For Girls Right To Education
UrduPoint, 25 March 2018

South Korea to fund girls’ education project
DAWN, 25 March 2018
Kedah moves to protect Langkawi’s Unesco status  
Free Malaysia Today, 25 March 2018  

South Korea supports UNESCO’s Programme for Girls’ Education in Pakistan  
Devdiscourse, 24 March 2018  

UNESCO report predicts India’s major water crisis by 2050 before World Water Day  
The Indian Wire, 24 March 2018  

Chinese scientist honored with L'Oreal-UNESCO for Women in Science Awards  
Xinhuanet, 24 March 2018  

Langkawi close to losing Unesco status, says C4  
Free Malaysia Today, 23 March 2018  

On World Water day UNESCO confirms trouble for India.  
Hi Tech Beacon, 23 March 2018  
https://hitechbeacon.com/2018/03/23/on-world-water-day-unesco-confirms-trouble-for-india/  

Vietnamese female scientist receives L'Oreal-UNESCO fellowship  
Vietnam Plus, 23 March 2018  

ONGC observes 'World Water Day'  
ANI News, 22 March 2018  
https://www.aninews.in/news/energy/ongc-observes-world-water-day201803222041390001/  

Asia-Pacific women on the air for sports journalism program  
Griffith News, 22 March 2018  

Female Vietnamese scientist wins L'Oreal-UNESCO awards  
Nhan Dan Online, 22 March 2018  

Climb on board: Afghan woman brings stories to Kabul's children  
Saudi Gazette, 21 March 2018  

Parts of over 100 Bagan pagodas to be demolished  
The Myanmar Times, 21 March 2018  
Protest in Bangladesh to Scrap the Rampal Power Plant in Sundarban

Unesco: Bangladesh literacy rate reaches all-time high of 72.76% in 2016

Macau government is duty-bound to protect Unesco world heritage centre

Macau | UM linguistic researcher appointed UNESCO Chair of Language Policies for Multilingualism

500 kids participate in UNESCO Children’s Games launch

Rana nominated for USA Martial Arts Hall of Fame Award 2018

Pakistan participates in Nowruz celebrations at UNESCO HQs, Paris

2018 L’Oréal-UNESCO For Women in Science Award Winners Announced

CLIX project receives UNESCO award

UNESCO Rewards Outstanding Teacher Initiatives in Chile, Indonesia and the UK
Mumbai: CLix of TISS, MIT and Tata Trusts win UNESCO prize
The Free Press Journal, 10 March 2018

Using George Town as reference
The Star Online, 9 March 2018

Chinese scientist named 2018 L'Oreal-UNESCO Women in Science laureate
China.org, 9 March 2018
http://www.china.org.cn/china/2018-03/09/content_50689353.htm

K-pop boy band Wanna One and Unesco help girls around globe get basic education
South China Morning Post, 9 March 2018

Chinese scientist named 2018 L'Oreal-UNESCO Women in Science laureate
People's Daily Online, 3 March 2018

Improving women experts’ visibility in media
Sci Dev Net, 9 March 2018
https://www.scidev.net/asia-pacific/gender/opinion/improving-women-experts-visibility-in-media.html

อัพเกรดศักยภาพผู้ปฏิบัติงานอนุรักษ์โบราณสถาน
Thairat, 9 March 2018
https://www.thairath.co.th/content/1223345

UNESCO supports creative learning through arts
Pakistan Today, 8 March 2018

Three Mongolian heritages added to UNESCO's World Heritage List
Ecns.cn, 7 March 2018
http://www.ecns.cn/2018/03-07/294840.shtml
CLIx wins UNESCO award
Telangana Today, 5 March 2018
https://telanganatoday.com/clix-wins-unesco-award

Mrauk U: tensions, protests and its bid for UNESCO protection
DVB Multimedia Group, 4 March 2018

Samsung And UNESCO Are Offering VR Tours Of The Taj Mahal
psfk, 3 March 2018

What is wrong with Indonesia’s education system?
Study International, 2 March 2018

Projects from India and Morocco receive UNESCO King Hamad Bin Isa Al-Khalifa Prize for Innovation in Education
Inter Press Service (IPS), 2 March 2018

Unesco picks George Town for disaster risk reduction project
Free Malaysia Today, 1 March 2018

UNESCO and Microsoft partner on women’s SE Asia ‘hackathon’
Scoop, 27 February 2018

Need to embrace diversity
The Nation, 25 February 2018
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/detail/opinion/30339627

Govt vows to help ethnic children with studies
Bangkok Post, 23 February 2018

Hasina’s role praised in Bangkok on International Mother Language Day
bdnews24, 23 February 2018

Govt champions mother-tongue education at Unesco-led event
The Nation, 23 February 2018
http://www.nationmultimedia.com/detail/breakingnews/30339537

UNESCO And UCI Reveal How International Federations Can Prioritise Relationships 'Between Events' At CityAccord
Sports Features, 16 February 2018
Baguio City: The first-ever UNESCO designated ‘Creative City’ in PH
Malaya Business Insight, 16 February 2018

On World Radio Day, India to host The Radio Festival in partnership with UNESCO
Scross.in, 14 February 2018
https://scroll.in/reel/868651/indias-first-radio-festival-to-be-held-in-delhi-on-thursday

Minister receives UNESCO certificate for Pinisi
Antaranews, 14 February 2018

Around the world: FM gets UNESCO certificate for ‘phinisi’
The Jakarta Post, 14 February 2018

Tokyo Convention on qualification recognition active
The PIE News, 14 February 2018

Australian graduates to benefit from new UNESCO Tokyo Convention
International Education (Australia), 13 February 2018

Filipino specialists in 3D laser scanning take a swipe at preserving UNESCO World Heritage Sites
Interaksyon, 13 February 2018

Gender stereotypes holding back tomorrow's science solutions
Bangkok Post, 11 February 2018

File vision document for protection of Taj Mahal: SC to UP govt
Deccan Chronicle, 8 February 2018

Mutual degree recognition across Asia-Pacific comes into force
Times Higher Education, 7 February 2018

Shared ASEAN: New memories, old wounds
The Jakarta Post, 5 February 2018
Unesco listing both a boon and bane for George Town
The Straits Times, 16 January 2018

UNESCO allows construction at Nepal heritage site
ANI News, 7 January 2018
https://www.aninews.in/news/world/asia/unesco-allows-construction-at-nepal-heritage-site201801072119140001/

UNESCO allows complex construction at heritage site
The Himalayan, 7 January 2038
https://thehimalayantimes.com/kathmandu/unesco-allows-complex-construction-heritage-site/

Locals organize stage-in-protest against UNESCO at Basantapur (photo/video)
myRepublica, 6 January 2018
http://www.myrepublica.com/news/33880/?categoryId=81

Book Review: Practical Tips for Teaching Multigrade Classes
merinews, 5 January 2018

Ending poverty through lifelong literacy for sustainability
philstar, 4 January 2018

Heritage in 2017: Delhi lost Hall of Nations, Ahmedabad won UNESCO tag
The Indian Express, 3 January 2018

Empowering student and talent flows to meet the needs of a global and digital economy
China.org, 2 January 2018
http://www.china.org.cn/opinion/2018-01/02/content_50183410.htm

Asian locations dominate top spots on Unesco sites ranking
Asian Correspondent, 2 January 2018

Kathmandu rebuilds with an eye on preserving Unesco sites' status
MENAFN, 1 January 2018
http://menafn.com/1096296709/Kathmandu-rebuilds-with-an-eye-on-preserving-Unesco-sites-status